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Abstract 

It IS widely recognized that a questIOn-answering system should be able to tailor ItS 
answers to the user One of the dimensions along which this tailoring can occur IS with 
respect to the level of knowledge of a user about a domain. In particular, responses 
should be different depending on whether they are addressed to naive or expert. users. To 
understand what those differences should be, we analyzed texts from adult and JUnior 
encyclopedlJ.S. \Ve found that two different strategies were used In describing complex 
physical objects to JUniors and adults. We show how these strategies have been 
Implemented on a test database 

IThis research was supported In eart by the Defense Advanced Research Proj.:>cU 
Agency under contra.ct :\O·00.39-84-C-Olo5 
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1. Introdudion 

Whether the purpose of a natural language program IS to ease man-machIne IOteractlons 

[Kaplan 82; Hayes and Reddy 791 or to model human commUnicatIOn [Lehnert i8]'· It 

must take into consideration certain characteristiCS of the person engaged In the 

interaction. In an interaction between people, the goals, beliefs, intentions, knowledge an'd 

past experience of the participants Will play a role in how they commUnicate with each 

other [Cohen and Perrault i9J. [Perrault and Allen 801. Simllarly, those characterIstics 

should play a role 10 the way a computer system interacts with a user In particular, a 

question-answerIng program that provides access to a large amount of data to many 

different users will be most useful If it can tailor its answers to each user. 

We are interested here in how the level of knowledge (or expertise) of the user affects an 

answer. As an example of this kind of tailonng in a naturally occurring conversation, an 

explanation of how a car englOe works aimed at a child will be different than one aimed 

at an adult, and an explanation adequate for a m usic stu~ent is probably. not quite 

suffIcient for a student in mechanical englOeering. In thiS paper, we study the strategies 

used 10 natural language to descnbe phYSical objects to two different types of users: naive 

and expert. By naive and expert, we refer to how familiar a user is about the domain.,of 

. the database as opposed to how experienced the user is with the question/answerIng 

system. When the database IS complex, it bp.comes Important to vary the level and the 

kind of details 10cluded In the answer In order to prOVide an answer that can be best 

understood by the user 

We plan to llse this distinction In the question-answering program for RESEARCHER, a 

system be10g developed at Columbia University RESEARCHER reads, remembers, and 

generalizes from patents abstracts Written In EnglIsh [LebOWitz 831 The abstracts deSCribe 

complex phYSical objects 10 which spatial and functional relatIOns are Important Thus, 

we are Interested 10 characterlZlng spatial strategies that can be used for experts and 

novices about certain physical objects. \Ve give details in the paper of the current 

Implementation of descriptlOn strategies on a test database of object deSCriptions 
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2. Our domain 
Our goal IS to characterize some of the strategies employed to descnbe complex physical 

objects and see whether these strategies are different for naive and experts users To 

Investigate this problem, we have looked at texts from encyclopedias (both adult and 

JUnior) and high school physIcs textbooks2 The texts we have studied are about physical 

objects performing a function (such as telephones and telescopes), and generally do not 

exceed several paragraphs in length. These texts make the distinction between naive and 

expert readers and have been Widely used for anum ber of years for those audiences 

They provide examples of different descriptive strategies that actually occur in natural 

language. Thus, a question-answering system should be able to reproduce them3. 

StudYing texts from encyclopedias gives us the advantage of being able to compare 

descriptions of identical objects aimed at two distinct audiences. On the average, a 

younger audience has had less opportunity to gather experience and knowledge about any 

particular domain. Thus a younger audience as a whole is more naive about a domam 

than an adult audience. Hence, these texts give us a good starting point for studying the 

differences between the descriptions given to naive users and those given to experts in the 

domain. To minimize the effects of stylistic differences on our results, we chose tel(ts 

from s~veral different encyclopedias In each audience category. 

3. The textual analysis 

We began by analyzing the different texts uSing methods developed by other researchers 

( [Hobbs i8aJ, [Hobbs 80\' [~lann 84J, ~lcKeown 821) \Ve decomposed paragraphs In 

t~rms of their pnmltlve rhetorical structure In an attempt to find a consistent structure In 

each group of texts The analYSIS showed the adult encyclopedia descnptlons to be ma.lnly 

In terms of the sub-parts of the object being descnbed. These texts can be chara.ctenzed 

by one of the textual structures posited In [McKeown 82J, the constituency schema This 

structure IS presented In the next section. On the other hand, no schema or other 

organlZlng structure consistently accounted for the descnptlons In the JUnior encyclopedLl 

texts In looking for other types of organizing strategies, we discovered that the mJ.ln 

strJ.tegy In deSCribing objects to a naive user IS to trace through the process tha.t allows 

the object to perform its function 

.") 

-\Ve studied about fifteen exa.mples from each encyclopedia and textbook 

30ur goal, however, IS not to study how effective these texts are for different human 
re3.d('[s If further psvcholog,Ical research shows that other distinctIOns a.re appropnatl' 
they could be Incorporated Tho:> distinction based on encyclopedias and textbooKs 15 ro?.llly 
the only a.vatlable a.t thiS pOint 
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3.1 Strategy ror the Adults 

The descnptlons from the adult encyclopedias tend to follow the pattern estabhshed by 

the constituency schema, one of the textual structures defined in [McKeown 82] In h~r 

work on natural language generation, McKeown studied the problems of what to say and 

how to orgamze text coherently She examIned texts and transcrIpts, clasSifYIng each 

sentence as one of a set of rhetOrIcal predlcates4 and found that some com bInatlons of 

predlcates were more hkely to occur than others. Moreover, for each discourse sltuatlon, 

some combInation would be the most approprIate one. Those standard combinations were 

encoded as schemas whlch are assoclated with a particular discourse Situation. One of 

these schemas is the constituency schema which is used to describe an object (or concept) 

In terms of lts subparts and their properties. The constituency schema is shown belowS 

(For a given entity, Constituency is the description of its sub-parts or sub-types, and the 

attributive predicate glves properties assoclated With it.) 

Constituency Schema 

{ConstltuenC}~} • 
Cause-effect / AttrIbutive 

{ Depth-Identification / Depth-attributive 
{ Particular lllustration / Evidence} 
{ Com parison ; Analogy} } + . 

{ Amplification / ExplanatIOn 
/ Attnbutlve / Analogy } 

Consider for exampl~ the descnptlon of a. telephone from an adult encyclopedia [Collier 

62] shown In Figure 16 In the first sentence, the telephone is descnbed In terms of Its 

constituency (or sub-parts): the transmitter, the receiver and the hOUSing. From 

sentence 2 to. 8, attributive Informatlon (or properties) as well as functional Information 

4Rhetoncal predicates characterize the structural I?urpose of a sentence and have been 
discussed by a varIety of lingUists [Grimes is] lHobbs i8b] Some ~xamples J.re 
constituency (descnptlon of sub-parts or sub-types), attributive (prOVidIng detatl about an 
entity or event) and analogy (the making of an analogy). 

SWe have alter~d McKeown's constituency schema slightly by makIng the first predicate 
optIOnal Instead of mandatory In the texts studied, the maIn parts of the. object were not 
necessanly Immediately hsted \Ve are uSing McKeown's notatlon."O" Indicate optlonahtv, 
"/" Indicates alternatives' "+" Indicates that the Item may aRpear 1-n times, and ,.~, 
Indicates that the Item' may appear O-n times. FInally, '," IS used to represent 
clasSification of ambiguous propOSitions 

6For clanty, the onglnal one paragraph text has been diVided into three paragraphs 
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(eause-erreet) about the transmitter are given 7 Finally, the receiver In turn IS described 

from sentence 9 to 12, USlDg both attributive and eause-eM'eet informatIOn. 

-

1) The hand-sets Introduced In 1947 consist of a receiver and a transmitter In a 
Single hOUSing available In black or colored plastic 

2) The transmitter diaphragm is clamped rigidly at its edges 3) to improve the high 
frequency response. 4) The diaphragm is coupled to a doubly resonant system 5) -a 
cavity and an air chamber- 6) which broadens the response. 7) The carbon 
chamber contaIns carbon granules, 8) the contact resistance of which is vaned by 
the diaphragm's vibration. 

9) The receiver includes a ring-shaped magnet system around a coil and a nng 
shaped armature of anadium Permendur. 10) Current in the coil makes the 
armature Vibrate In the air gap. 11) An attached phenolic-impregnated fabnc 
diaphragm, shaped like a dome, 12) Vibrates and sets the air in the canal of the 
ear In motion. 

1. Constituency 
Depth-attributive for the transmitter 
(Description of the transmitter) 

2. Depth-Attributive 
3. Cause-effect 
4. Depth-Attributive 
."J. Depth-Identification 
6. Cause-effect 
i Depth-Attnbutive 
8 Cause-effect 

Depth-attributive for the receiver 
(Description of the receiver) 

9. Depth-Attributive 
-10. Cause-effect 
11. Attributive 
12. Cause-effect 

Figure 1: Constituency Schema Example 

I The reader who IS fa.mlliar With thiS type of analvsls Will note that several properties 
of the tr J.nsmltter are In turn identified ana deSCribed USIng attributive Information which 
is a form of schema recursion. 
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3.2 Entries in the junior encyclopedia and high school text books 

In texts aimed toward younger audl~nces, an object IS mainly described In terms of thl'! 

functIOns of Its parts. The description traces through the process information Instead of 

an enumeration of its sub-parts, as IS usually the case In the adult descnptlOns Th~ 

parts are mentioned only when they need to be, that IS, when the descnptlon of the 

mechamcal process calls for them. As an example of this phenomenon, conSider th~ 

descriptIOn of a telephone shown in Figure 2, taken this time from the encyclopedia JUnior 

[Britannica-Junior 6318: 

We see that the theme of this text IS the mechanical process description shown in bold 

face. That process description gets interrupted when descriptive information can be 

Included concerning a sub-part that was just mentioned as part of the process descriptIOn 

Such information IS shown in indented italics in the example. 

Furthermore, we see that, in the junior encyclopedia, not only is the descn-ptlon made 

mainly through a process trace, but there are no large gaps in the chain of inferences 

Almost everything is spelled out. Consider the third paragraph of the text given above 

where every step is explained: 

"The talking current is passed through this box SO THAT the electricity 

must nnd its way FROM GRANULE TO GRANULE inside the box." 

From there, the writer goes on to explain how the electriCity passes through the carbon 

box, once again stepping through the process, spelling out the consequences of each step 

"When the diaphragm moves inward under the pressure rrom the sound waves 

the carbon grains are pushed together and the electricity nnds an easier path. 

THUS a strong current nows through the Hne." 

Contrast this detailed process description With the deSCription given for an adult9 

"The carbon chamber contains carbon granules, the contact resistance or which 

is varied by the diaphragm's vibration". 

Other differences occurred between the jumor and adult entnes as well In general, more 

8 the Original entry contained the two paragraphs. The second one has been diVided [or 
clarity. 

9Thls excerpt IS taken from an adult encyclopedia 
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1. l)When one speaks into. the transmitter of a modern telephone, these 
sound waves strike against an aluminium disk or diaphragm and cause it to 
vibrate baek and rorth in just the same way the moleeules or air are_ 
vibrating. 

II 2) The center of thi8 diaphragm i8 connected with the carbon button 
originally invented by Thoma8 A. Edi80n. 9) 'I7sjsi8 a little brass box 
filled with granules of carbon comp08ed of especially selected and treated 
coal. -4) The front and back of the button are in8ulated. 

Ill. 5) The talking current Is passed through this box so that the 
eleetricity must nnd its way I'rom granule to granule inside the box. 6) 
When the diaphragm moves Inward under the pressure t'rom the sound 
waves the carbon grains are pushed together and the eledrlclty nnds an 
easier path. 7) Thus a strong current nows through the line. 8) When 
a thin portion of the sound wave eomes along, the diaphragm springs 
baek, allowing the carbon partldes to be more loosely paeked, and 
consequently less current can nnd its way through. Q) So a'varylng or 
undulating eurrent is sent over the line whose vibrations exaetly 
correspond to the vibrations caused by the speaker's voice. 10) This 
current then nows through the line. to the coils of an electromagnet in ·the 

. receiver. 

[Y. 11) Very near to the poles of this magnet is a thin iron di.sc. 

V 12) When the current becomes stronger it pulls the disc toward it. 
13) As a weaker current nows through the magnet, it is not strong 
enough to attrad the disk and It springs back. 14) Thus the diaphragm 
in the receiver is made to vibrate in and out ..•• 

Figure 2: Text Cram a Junior encyclopedia 

Visual InCormation was included in the text for the junior, so as to render the descnptlon 

more viVid. For example, the carbon button In the telephone d~scriptlon IS descnbed J.S 

"a little brass box filled With carbon of espeCially selected and treated coal" In the JUnior 

encyclopedia, in contrast to "the carbon chamber containS granules" in the adult 

encyclopedia; Similarly, the JUnior entry Cor light bulbs describes a filament as a "fine 

tungsten hlament wound in very small coils", whereas the adult encyclopedia mentions 

only "a COiled tungsten filament." 

Another major difference was that the JUnior encyclopedia texts ha.d a. higher degree of 
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redundancy while the adult I?ncyclopedia ones were qUite concise We refer to the JUnior 

telephone example again to illustrate this point: sentences .5 and 6 explained how thl? 

electnclty is made to flow easily through the box. Sentence 7 IS a recapitulation of that 

phenomenon. Finally, sentence 8 explains the reverse effect. 

Finally, we observed that eXp051tory style and vocabulary differed considerably In the two 

types of texts studied. Future research Will attempt to charactenze these phenomena 

4. ComputatIonal use or the strategies 

The strategies are currently Implemented on a test database composed of object 

descnptlons from the encyclopedias. The representation of an object thus contains all the 

InformatlOn included for that particular object in both encyclopedias. The two strategies 

presented dictate what information to include from the knowledge base, based on the 

constituency schema or the process trace as shown in Figures 3, 4 and 510. 

Knowledge-based representation 

\Ve use a frame-based knowledge representation [Wasserman and Lebowitz 83; Wasserman 

85J in which the basic frame represents an object. These structures are the entities In a 

general1zatlon hierarchy. In addition to the generalization, or instance,-of links. there eXist 

two additional kinds of links joining entities: part-of links, which indicate an entity IS a 

part of a larger structure, and relations, which convey information about spatial or 

functlOnal relatIOnships Finally. there are causal hnks between relations called meta

relations 

Implemention or the adult encyclopedia strategy 

For an adult, the program hils the constituency schema, as shown In Figure 311 The 

predicates contained In the schema define the type of InformatIOn to be taken from the 

database. The figure shows the fmal output The entities are represented by their unique 

Identifier &~fE~DC, and the predicates are the starred Items (eg. *IDE~TIFICATIO:\'·) 

The hypothetical english output is included in the comments. 

10Further work is needed to fully implement the schema predicates and add more 
descnptlve Information. 

11 . 
See [:\1cKeown 82\ for detaIls of a SimIlar system. 
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Description of the TELEPHONE based on the Constituency schema. 

~~ are the unique identifiers for the object frames. 
The Constituency Schema was tilled by stepplng through an ATM. 

answer : 

(TELEPHONE) 
(-IDENTIFICATION. (VARIANT-OF: DEVICE.» 
(-CONSTITUENCY. !tMEM2 (TRANSMITTER» 

iYEY16 ~HOUSING» 
tilE1U5 LINE» 
lWEWl1 RECEIVER») 

tilElf2 (TRANSMITTER) ; 
(-IDENTIFICATION. (VARIANT-OF: TRANSWITTER.» ; 

tiCEM16 

tMEMS 

t.MEM17 

(-CONSTITUENCY. (tMEY6 (DOUBLY-RESONAHT-SYSTEW»; 
(lWEM3 (DIAPHRAGW-T») ; 

~
HOUSING) 
.IDENTIFICATION. (VARIANT-OF: COVER.» 
.CONSTITUEHCY.) 

(LINE) 
(-IDENTIFICATION. (VARIANT-OF: lIRE.» 
(-CONSTITUENCY-) 

~
RECEIVER) 
-IDENTIFICATION. (VARIANT-OF: RECEIVER.» 
-CONSTITUENCY. !tMEM22 ~DIAPHRAGW-T» 

. . . tMElI21 AIR-GAP» 
tilEY18 ELECTROWAGNET») 

· · · 

The telephone is 
a device. It consists 
of a transmitter. 
a houling. a line and 
a receiver. 

The transmitter is 
a kind of transmitter. 
It has a doubly 
resonant system and 
a diaphr~; 
the housing il 
a type of cover; 

the line il a-wire; 

The receiver il a 
kind of rec.iver. 
It consists of a 
diaphr~. an air gap 
and an electromagnet. 

Figure 3: Printout for the Constituency Schema Example 

The identification predicate represents the more general concept of which the present 

object is an instance. Because· the test database includes only the InformatlOn contained 

In the texts read, the hierarchy may not be complete for all objects. As an example, a 

transmitter was never defined In terms of a more general device, and thus has no super

ordinate. The constituency predicate gives the components of an entity, If there are any 

Junior encyclopedIa strategy 

For the Junior, the strategy dictates to follow the cause-effects links In the knowledge base 

In order to trace the process. In our representation, these causual hnks are named meta

relations. (In the figure, they are represented by the identifiers &MR...X. &RELX 

correspond to the relations, i e the spatial or functional links between entities). The 

program traces through the meta-relations, picking the process information as shown In 
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; The procesl information gets picked up and printed out for a naive user. 
; lMRX are the uni~ue identifiers to the frames corresponding to the 
; meta-relations tlie program is tracing . 

• (print-process (get-process 'imam1] 

tREL3 (P-SPEAKS-INTO): 
subj ect : (tMEM27). [ONE] 
object : (~2) [TRANSMITTER] 

===> lYRO {M-CAUSES} 

~ tREL4 (P-HITS): 
sUbject: (tMEY28) [SOUNDIAVES] 
object : (twEW3) [DIAPHRAGY-T] 

tRE1.4 (P-HITS): 
subject : (tMEM2S) [SOUNDIAVES] 
object : (lWEY3) [DIAPHRAGY-T] 

===) tMR1 {Y-CAUSES} 

tRELS (P-VIBRATES): 
subject: 
object : (lYEM3) [DIAPHRAGY-T] 

tRELS (P-VIBRATES): 
subject: 
obj ect : (tMEM3) [DIAPHRAGY-T] 

===) tMR2 {Y-EQUIVALEHT-TO} 

Ihen one speaks into the 
transmitter of a telephone, 

the sound waves hit 
the diaphragm of the transmitter. 

This causes 

the diaphragm to vibrate 

in the same manner as 

tRELS (P-VIBRATES) 
subject 
Object 

the molecules of air 
(lYEM26) [AIR-MOLECULESj are vibrating. 

Figure 4: . Printout for the Process Trace 

Figure 4 When a relation can be broken into substeps, the program then traces through 

those sub-steps (see Figure 5). 

5. Future Work 
There are several theoretical Issues that need to be addressed. In our test database, the 

problem of deCiding In what order relations occur does not anse. However, for an 

arbitrary database, knowing where to begin describmg a process may be more difficult. 

Similarly, the process may not be as sequential as the ones we examined so far, and, as a 

result, we plan on further study of how to orgamze the information Furthermore, In our 

test database, we don't need to conSider how deep Into the substeps the process 
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; now the program takes each relation which can be divided into substeps 
. and traces through that each step. 
: In this case lRELS (P-VIBRATES) can be broken up 
; into tREL6 (P-YOVES-FORIARD) and tREL7 (P-YOVES-BACKIARD). 

tREL18 (P-INCREASES): ; The increased sound waves 
subject: ; intensity 
object : (lYEW28) [SOUNDIAVE-INTEHSITY] 

===) lYR3 {Y-CAUSES} ; causel 

tREL6 (P-YOVES-FORIARD): ; the diaphragm 
subject : ; to move forward 
object : (twEY3) [DIAPHRAGY-T] 

tREL6 (P-YOVES-FORIARD): 
subject : 
object : (twEY3) [DIAPHRAGM-T] 

===) tMR4 {Y-CAUSES} 

lREL26 (P-COMPRESSES): 
subject : 
object : (lYEY12) [GRANULE] 

tREL2e (P-COMPRESSES): 
subject: 
obj ect : (tME1U2) [GRANULE] 

===) lMRS {Y-CAUSES} 

which causes 

the granule. in the carbon' 
cham6er to be compressed. 

As a result. 

tREL22 (P-DECREASES): ; their contact resistance 
sUbject: ; decreases. 
object : (lYEY13) [CONTACT-RESISTANCE) 

tREL22 (P-DECREASES): 
sUbject : 
object : (lYEY13) [CONTACT-RESISTANCE] 

===) tMR6 {Y-CAUSES} and causes 

tREL24 (P-INCREASES): the current to increase. 
subject: 
object : (lYEM31) [CURRENT-INTENSITY) 

The program. trace. t~ro~gh in the same manner tor each relation having 
substeps. 

FIgure 6: Journal for the Process Trace (cont'd) 

descnptlon should go, but thls issue exists for an arbltrary database. Finally, we have 

looked at the two ends of a spectrum (naive and expert), but, for users not at elther of 

these ends, we must conslder how to combine these strategles. 
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\Ve ha.ve ~tarted to a.ddress the problem of generating natural language for the 

descnptlOns. We have begun the augmentatlOn of an English surface generator [~fcKeown 

821 that, uSing a functional grammar [Ka.y j9j, takes the output of the textual component 
1'> to translate It IDto English sentences - However, how this program may Interfa.c~ With 

the strategies remains to be studied. 

6. Conclusion 

It is 1m portant to tailor a system's response to the level of expertls: of the user By 

studying texts aimed at two different levels of readers, we have found that two different 

strategies were used In descnblng physical objects, depending on whether the descnptlon 

was for an adult or for a jUDlor. For an adult, an object IS descnbed With Its sub-parts 

and their properties; for a JUnIor, the descnption traces through the mechanical process 

which renders the object functlOnal. 

The two strategies presented account for the main differences found between. the adult 

and JUnior entnes. This turns out not to consist of merely giving more detalls for the 

expert as IS often thought [Wallis and Shortliffe 821. In the adult entnes, details given 

are mainly about the sub-parts and their properties and less about the mechanical proc~ss 

involved . When ·the process mechanism is mentione'd at all, it is done very bnefly In 

the JUnior entries, process mechanIsm is more Important than sub-parts and given m more 

detail. Parts are introduced either after or at the same time as their function IS defmed, 

and. as a consequence, are always defined when presented. Furthermore, since the process 

mechanism follo~s every step of the causal chain, descriptions for the novice tend to 

Include more detall about functional information than deSCriptIOns for the expert \Ve 

have shown how formalization of the strategies allows for the development of questlOn

answenng systems which can tailor their responses to the user, given hiS level of expertise 

about the domain 13 
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